
The Yoga Sutras of Pātañjali: Pātañjali’s Yoga Sutras is a Sanskrit text compiled
between 500 and 200 BCE by Pātañjali. The text contains 195 short verses (sutras) in
four chapters explaining the philosophy and practices of Raja yoga rooted in Sānkhya
philosophy. While very little is known about Pātañjali; it is often said that he was a
great sage of ancient India. It is important to note that Pātañjali did not invent yoga,
but brilliantly compiled the teachings in this text. It is also important to note that
there are other texts and teachings about yoga philosophy. 

Puruṣa and Prakṝiti: Sānkhya philosophy on which The Yoga Sutras of Pātañjali are
based, is rooted in the concepts of Puruṣa and Prakṝiti. Puruṣa is the energy that is
the unmanifest world, witness consciousness, inner light of awareness, or “the seer.”
Prakṝiti is the manifest world, the things that change, or “the seen.”

Citta and Nirodha: Citta is our individual heart-mind field of consciousness. It is the
place where thoughts and emotions reside and is constantly changing. These
fluctuations of the heart-mind field of consciousness are called citta vṝittis and are
what lead to our mental and emotional suffering. Nirodha is the quality of the citta
when the vṝittis have calmed and settled and the heart-mind field of consciousness is
at peace and we are connected to the inner light of awareness. The quieting of the
heart-mind field is both an active and passive process. Nirodha depends on two
pillars of yoga: abhyāsa and vairāgya.

Abhyāsa and Vairāgya: Abhyāsa is diligent, focused, consistent practice towards a
goal. Vairāgya is surrender and nonattachment to a goal. Both abhyāsa and vairāgya
are core practices of yoga. They can be thought of like the two wings of a bird.
Abhyāsa is “never giving up” while vairāgya is “always letting go.”
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